CHANTS
No more coal, no more oil, keep your carbon in the soil!
No more petrol! No more diesel! Burning fossil fuels is evil!
No borders! No nations! No gas power stations!
Hey hey, ho ho, climate change has got to go.
[Call and response]
What do we want‽ Climate Justice!
When do we want it‽ Now!
Climate change is not a lie, please don’t let our planet die!
Keep it in the ground, say keep it in the ground. [Say what‽]
[Show me what democracy looks like!]
This is what democracy looks like
We are unstoppable! Another world is possible!
Exxon-Mobil, BP, Shell, Take your filth and go to hell!
YEET, the oil, back into the soil.
Be the solution, not the pollution.
Global warming is a war
Of the rich against the poor
There is
No future
On a dead planet
No! There's no planet B.
1,2,3,4
Climate change has got to go.
5,6,7,8
How much longer can we wait?
Climate change is fucking real,
Give us all a green new deal!

One Solution: Revolution!
One Solution: Nae pollution!
[Call and Response]
Everywhere we go
People wanna know
Who we are?
And where we come from?
So we tell them:
We are the people
Who saved the planet
And if they can't hear us?
We shout a little louder
I am the Loroax, I speak for the trees,
Pollute again and I'll break off your knees!
It's bull! Come off it! Our planet's (/land is) not profit!
There's only one solution! And end to all pollution!
Students! and workers! Unite and fight!
Boris Johnson, get out! We know what you're all about!
Cuts! Job losses! More money for the bosses!
We want action! We want action!

SONGS
(To the tune of "ye cannae shove yer grannie aff a bus)
Ye can shove your global warmin’ up yer arse,
Oh ye can shove yer global warmin’ up yer arse,
Ye can shove yer global warmin’ ,
shove yer global warmin’ ,
ye can shove yer global warmin’ up yer arse.
(global warmin', private profits, coal and fracking, bottled water, brand new runway, aviation)
Do it Now
Ebm
We need to wake up, We need to wise up,
Bb
We need to open our eyes and do it now now now!

Abm
Em
We need to build, a better future, and we
Bb
Em
Need to start right now.
We're on a planet, that has a problem
We need to solve it get involved and do it now now now!
We need to build, a better future, and we
Need to start right now.
Make it greener, make it cleaner,
Make it last, do it fast and do it now now now!
We need to build, a better future, and we
Need to start right now
Rise Like the Water
People gonna rise like the water,
Turn this system round.
In the voice of my great grand-daughter,
Climate justice now! [Repeat]

Take me by the and
Hey, ho, Take me by the hand
Strong in solidarity we stand.
Fight for climate justice, fight for climate justice

